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Abstract
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs)
are blockchain-based organizations that facilitate
decentralized governance. Today, DAOs not only hold
billions of dollars in their treasury but also govern
many of the most popular Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
protocols. This paper systematically analyses security
threats to DAOs, focusing on the types of attacks they
face. We study attacks on DAOs that took place in the
past, attacks that have been theorized to be possible,
and potential attacks that were uncovered and prevented
in audits. For each of these (potential) attacks, we
describe and categorize the attack vectors utilized into
four categories. To reveal that while many attacks on
DAOs take advantage of the less tangible and more
complex human nature involved in governance, audits
tend to focus on code and protocol vulnerabilities. Thus,
additionally, the paper examines empirical data on DAO
vulnerabilities, outlines risk factors contributing to these
attacks, and suggests mitigation strategies to safeguard
against such vulnerabilities.

1 Introduction

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAO) are
popular organizational structures that facilitate the
trustless management of projects, by running atop of a
blockchain. In DAOs, governance is typically controlled
by the holders of a designated governance token. Those
who own these tokens can thus determine the course of
the DAO. Today, DAOs govern many of the most-used
decentralized applications on blockchains. They have
gained popularity in various sectors, such as ecosystem
governance of layer 2s (e.g., Arbitrum and Optimism)
and many of the most-used decentralized applications
(e.g., Aave, Compound, ENS, Lido, MakerDAO, Uniswap,
and The Graph). Moreover, DAOs are estimated to hold
and control in excess of $30B in their treasuries [17].

Consequently, they hold significant power and a central
position in the blockchain ecosystem.

DAOs have been threatened by attacks and hacks
ever since their inception. “The DAO” on Ethereum
in 2016 was the first attempt at creating a DAO on
a blockchain. However, an infamous hack stole $50M
worth of ETH from the DAO before it even became
operational [101]. The event was so severe that it led
to a controversial hard fork of the Ethereum blockchain.
The original (unforked) blockchain still operates and
is known as Ethereum Classic. Notably, even before
the fatal hack, other possible attacks on The DAO
had been discussed [92]. The DAO hack highlights the
significant threat attacks on DAOs present not only to
the DAOs themselves but also to the broader ecosystem.
Additionally, given that DAOs are still in their early days
and the ongoing evolution of their design frameworks,
DAOs are particularly vulnerable to various novel attack
vectors.

In this work, we study real-world incidents and attacks
on DAOs, attacks that have been theorized to be possible,
and new potential attack vectors. We summarise our
main contributions in the following.

• We present and categorize attack vectors on DAOs.
To be precise, we categorize attacks on DAOs
into four categories: (i) bribing and coalition (BC)
attacks (ii) token acquisition (TA) attacks, (iii)
computer-human interaction (CHI) attacks, and (iv)
code and protocol vulnerability (CP) attacks.

• We examine 23 real-world incidents and attacks
across four blockchains and indicate the attack
vectors utilized. Our work finds that these attacks
exploited vectors from all four introduced categories
fairly evenly. Similarly, we categorize attacks
described in academic papers or reports as well
as those uncovered and prevented through audits.
Notably, less tangible attack vectors that take
advantage of human and economic aspects involved
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in governance represent a majority of real-world
incidents but are generally not analyzed in audits
which heavily skew toward code and protocol
vulnerability attacks.

• Guided by our categorization of historical
precedence, we introduce seven risk factors for
DAOs and empirically analyze how susceptible a
set of 24 DAOs of all shapes and sizes is to them.

• Finally, we collect and discuss various mitigations
and safeguards that DAOs can implement.

With our work, we aim to enhance the understanding
of DAO security challenges and guide the development
of more robust governance frameworks.

2 Background

While DAOs are in practice primarily utilized for
governing blockchain protocols, DAOs can in principle be
formed by any group of individuals aiming to collectively
pursue a common objective. However, reaching an
agreement between individuals in the decentralized
setting of a blockchain is not as simple as in the physical
world where identities are known. On blockchains,
only pseudonymous addresses are publicly available.
In particular, these addresses could include sybils, i.e.,
multiple addresses created and controlled by a single
individual.

To address this issue, DAOs typically issue governance
tokens which come with voting rights. Initially, these
tokens can be distributed among stakeholders through
various methods. The most popular methods include
giveaways (airdrop) to early users of a protocol, as well
as allocating a portion of the tokens to the development
team or early investors. After launching, the governance
tokens become freely tradable on the open market,
enabling individuals to acquire them and thus acquire
voting power. In this regard, governance tokens exhibit
parallels with shares in companies that grant holders
voting rights at shareholder meetings.

Any token holders with a sufficient amount of tokens
(exceeding a threshold) can put forward a proposal, on
which all token holders are then able to vote. If a majority
of voting tokens votes in favor (each token counts as one
vote), the proposal is accepted and, for some DAOs,
executed on-chain automatically.

While in principle, each token holder could vote
individually on every proposal, executing each voting
transaction would incur a fee on the blockchain. To
alleviate this burden off token holders, most DAOs
employ a form of delegative or liquid democracy [42, 64]
for voting. Generally, before tokens can be used for voting,
the address holding the tokens must delegate them to a

delegate address (which may be the same address). These
delegate addresses are then able to vote on proposals
with the total amount of tokens they received through
delegations.

Note that many DAO governance processes involve
multiple steps, which could include discussions on public
governance forums or off-chain temperature check votes
before a final vote. However, these other steps are often
mere social conventions. The final on-chain vote is the
only obligatory part of the process.

3 Categorization of Attack Vectors

In the following, we provide a categorization and
description of attack vectors.

3.1 Bribing and Coalition
Under bribing and coalition (BC) attacks we group
attacks in which an attacker makes a payment to change
votes. This could take the form of paying to obtain voting
rights of governance tokens for a certain proposal vote
without acquiring the underlying token, which is often
referred to as vote buying. Another possibility is directly
bribing token holders or delegates. Similarly to bribing,
governance voters can form a coalition to push through
a governance proposal.

Given that vote buying has been documented in
shareholder governance of traditional companies [84],
it is a plausible future concern for DAO governance and
was already been a topic of discussion since the early
days of DAOs [47,55].

Bribing Token Holders (BC1). Bribing token
holders can take many forms: it can be done on-chain
or off-chain, programmatically using smart contracts or
by personal contact. Furthermore, bribes could be fixed
sums or a proportion of the proceeds from a successful
attack. Note that using proceeds of the attack to bribe
leads to a situation similar to an attack by a majority
coalition, where the proceeds are split among participants
(see BC4).

When voting power is highly centralized, as is the
case for many DAOs at the time of writing [62], bribing
only a few of them can suffice to change a vote. On the
other hand, voting rights being highly distributed can
also make it cheaper for an attacker to bribe: holders of
small amounts of voting power, besides having little to
lose from a successful attack, also have little influence
on the outcome of a vote. Hence, it can be economically
rational for them to cheaply sell their vote. This idea
has been described by Buterin [46] and, applied to an
attack on Bitcoin’s PoW by Newman [96].
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Vote Buying Protocols (BC2). The act of vote
buying or bribing can be facilitated by a smart contract
protocol. Such protocols allow token holders to deposit
their governance tokens into pools, and earn fees from
users paying to use the voting rights of the pooled tokens.
In particular, this means that vote buyers do not need to
deposit collateral, contrary to using traditional lending
platforms such as Compound (see Section 3.2). Paladin
Lending, as one example of a vote buying protocol, is
described in the following.

Case Study Paladin Lending

Paladin Lending [24] lets holders deposit their tokens
into pools and in return receive a proportional share of
the fees collected in the pool. Users can then borrow
the voting power of deposited tokens. If a user wants to
borrow voting power, a loan contract is automatically
created. The borrowed amount of tokens is transferred
from the pool to the loan contract, and the votes are
delegated to the user. Hence, the user has no direct
access to the tokens but can use their voting power
nonetheless. The user pays a fee for borrowing the voting
power. At the latest when this fee has been consumed,
the tokens in the loan contract will be returned to the
pool.

We perform an empirical analysis of Paladin Lending
(see Appendix C) to show that low liquidity currently
does not allow attacks exclusively using this attack
vector.

Daian et al. [55] introduce a particular type of vote
buying protocol: DarkDAOs. In addition to facilitating
vote buying using smart contracts, DarkDAOs are
implemented in a privacy-preserving manner. Note that
activity on vote buying protocols such as Paladin Lending
is publicly recorded on the blockchain. Vote buying
activities through DarkDAOs, on the other hand, cannot
be detected, meaning that other governance participants
cannot react to such an attack. While there are no known
cases of active DarkDAOs at the time of writing, they
have been theoretically studied by Austgen et al. [37], and
proof-of-concept prototypes have been published [36].

Bribing Delegates (BC3). Instead of bribing token
holders, an attacker could also attempt to bribe delegates
to vote a certain way. For governance systems using
delegated token voting, a small number of delegates
often controls large amounts of voting rights. On the
other hand, these delegates do not actually hold the
corresponding amount of governance tokens, meaning
they are not exposed to the price risk from a successful
governance attack. Hence, bribing them could potentially
be significantly cheaper for an attacker than bribing
governance token holders.

One deterrent against a delegate bribing attack, that
is present in most current DAOs, is the fact that most
delegates are often publicly (or at least pseudonymously)
known. This means that delegates stand to lose their
reputation and future earnings based on it and face the
risk of criminal charges for accepting bribes.

Majority Coalition (BC4). In governance systems
using majority token voting, it is generally possible for a
simple majority of voting tokens to accept any proposal,
and effectively, take control of the DAO. In particular, the
majority could distribute the entire DAO treasury among
themselves. Settings of this type have been modeled in
game theory as coalition games with transferable utility
or majority games with stable sets describing possible
attacking coalitions [45,79]. Such coalition attacks are
specifically attractive when the treasury value of a DAO
is high compared to the value of (delegated) governance
tokens. We have empirically studied this relation in
Section 5 (see RF3) for 24 DAOs.

Of course, a majority of voting tokens can also vote
to split the treasury among all token holders, or more
generally, dissolve the DAO. While not necessarily being
an attack, such incentives (e.g., when the value of
governance tokens falls below the treasury value) are
an important aspect to keep in mind when designing
a governance system. An example of this happening in
practice is DigixDAO’s token holders voting to dissolve
the DAO and return all ETH held in the treasury to the
token holders (which was worth more than the value of
all governance tokens) [107].

3.2 Token Acquisition
This family of attack vectors is of the simplest nature.
In token acquisition (TA) attacks, an attacker takes
possession or is already in possession of a significant
amount of governance tokens. The attacker then uses
the voting power associated with these tokens to take
over the DAO, i.e., get their malicious proposal accepted
in the absence of sufficient votes against the proposal.

Depending on the governance model implemented by
the DAO, the required proportion of governance tokens
for a successful attack varies. For instance, many DAOs
require tokens to be delegated to an address for them
to be used in voting and take a snapshot of the current
state of delegations at the start of the voting period. For
such governance systems, an attacker must only hold
a token amount exceeding the amount of previously
delegated tokens, and delegate these governance tokens to
themselves, thereby securing a majority of the delegated
votes. By timing the creation of a proposal accordingly,
an attacker can leave very little time (depending on
the governance system’s parameter choices, see RF4 in
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Section 5 for more details) for others to react and delegate
their tokens. This can almost guarantee the attacker the
required voting power to pass their desired proposals.
For DAOs that do not require the tokens to be delegated,
the attacker would need to hold more than 50% of the
circulating token supply for a guaranteed victory of their
proposal or hope that not sufficiently many votes are
cast, i.e., voter turnout does not increase dramatically
in face of a malicious proposal. Short voting windows as
well as the absence of reliable communication channels
further increase the risk of such attacks for these DAOs.

In the following, we discuss the main possibilities for
an attacker to gain possession of the required voting
power. Note that in Section 5, we provide an additional
empirical analysis of the susceptibility of a set of more
than 20 DAOs to this kind of attack.

Token Purchase (TA1). The attacker buys
governance tokens on the open market. This can be
done on-chain through decentralized exchanges, or on
off-chain centralized exchanges. After using the tokens
for voting, the attacker can sell back the tokens to the
open market. Importantly, when buying governance
tokens, the attacker takes on price risk while holding
the tokens. If the attack leads to a decrease in the
governance token’s market price, the attacker incurs a
financial loss. Additionally, the attacker pays trading
fees when buying and selling the tokens. Note that
the attacker can potentially hedge the price risk using
derivatives. However, the availability of such derivatives
may be limited depending on the governance token in
question.

Attacks through token acquisition have been
attempted and have occurred in several DAOs. They
are especially attractive and profitable if the value of the
treasury (excluding the governance token itself which
is likely to decrease in value in the event of an attack)
exceeds the capital required to buy the necessary voting
power. In Section 5, we compare the treasury values
of DAOs to the value of delegated tokens for a set of
24 DAOs. We find that it is relatively common for the
total value of the treasury of a DAO to exceed the value
of delegated tokens, this is only rarely the case when
excluding the governance tokens from the treasury.

In the following, we present a case study of two
consecutive recent governance attacks through token
acquisition on the Indexed Finance DAO, a protocol
for portfolio management. While interest in the project
declined after it was hacked in October 2021 [22], various
tokens remained in the project’s timelock contract
controlled by the DAO.

Case Study Indexed Finance

On 16 November 2023, over ten hours, the attacker
bought NDX tokens (i.e., the protocols governance
token) via decentralized exchanges, self-delegated these
tokens, initiated a proposal, voted in favor of this
proposal, and sold the tokens again [22]. The proposal
would allow the attacker to take control of the timelock,
mint new NDX tokens, and steal tokens from the
timelock (including both NDX and other tokens). A
call for action by one of the protocol founders asked
users to vote against the proposal. In the end, user votes
against the proposal were sufficient to narrowly prevent
the attack. Interestingly, the attacker sold his NDX
tokens before the end of the proposal and thereby lost
his voting power. As a result, the proposer would have
been below the proposal threshold and the proposal
could have been canceled by anyone. However, this was
not done.
Fearing a potential second attack, the community
attempted to implement defensive measures. They
created a proposal to transfer control of the timelock
to a smart contract not be under anyone’s control, i.e.,
the tokens in the timelock would forever be inaccessible
if the proposal were executed. Then, on 22 November
2023, another attacker (i.e., a different account than the
previous attacker) created a similar proposal that would
transfer the admin rights of the timelock to the attacker.
This time, the attacker acquired more NDX tokens
than the 16 November attacker and there were not
enough votes against this proposal. Thus, the only way
to stop the attacker from getting access to the tokens
was through passing the proposal that would make the
forever tokens inaccessible. Importantly, as this proposal
was created a day early, it would not only execute first
but the attacker also only acquired the tokens after
voting had started on the community’s proposal and
therefore did not have the majority in that vote. What
followed, as no one wanted the community’s proposal
to be executed, was message exchanges between the
attacker and the Indexed Finance team using input data
of Ethereum transactions. In the end, an agreement was
reached and the attacker received ≈ $10K via an escrow
contract after withdrawing his proposal. In conclusion,
the two attacks were only mitigated by luck (i.e., the
first attacker bought too few tokens) and by unorthodox
proposals (i.e., making the tokens forever inaccessible).
In the aftermath of the attacks, the Indexed Finance
DAO accepted a proposal that transferred control of
the timelock to a multi-signature wallet controlled by
former protocol contributors.

The case of Indexed Finance demonstrates the
complexities of protecting against this attack vector in
the absence of adequate countermeasures. Nevertheless,
there exist potential protections that DAOs can put in
place. For example, DAOs may opt to restrict proposals
from spending the entire treasury or grant veto power to
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a multi-signature. We provide more detail in Section 6.
At the time of writing, multiple DAOs are susceptible
to attacks of this kind (see Section 5).

Token Loan (TA2). The attacker borrows governance
tokens against collateral using lending protocols. Apart
from needing to post collateral, the attacker also pays
borrowing fees for the period of borrowing the tokens.
Importantly, the attacker does not take on price risk
when borrowing tokens. After voting for an attacking
proposal, the full amount of governance tokens can be
returned and the attacker receives back their collateral.

There have been several alleged attempts of DAO
attacks through token loans. In early 2022, Justin
Sun presumably borrowed large amounts of MKR,
the governance token of MakerDAO, to sway a vote.
However, he returned the tokens after his actions were
detected and did not end up voting [34]. A couple of
days later, a similar failed attempt by Justin Sun took
place in Compound’s governance with borrowed COMP
tokens [105].

Flash Loan (TA3). With a flash loan, an attacker
can borrow governance tokens only for the duration of a
single transaction. While attackers pay a fee to borrow
the governance token, they do not need to post any
collateral. Hence, flash loan attacks do not require access
to significant funds. Many protocols protect against flash
loan attacks by implementing a voting delay, i.e., a delay
between the proposal creation and the voting period
start. This prevents attackers from creating a proposal
and voting on it with flash-loaned tokens since they are
only controlled for the duration of a single transaction.
Nonetheless, flash loan attacks on DAOs have occurred
in the past, the most prominent example being a flash
loan attack on the Beanstalk governance.

Case Study Beanstalk

Beanstalk is a stablecoin protocol. On 17 April 2022,
Beanstalk suffered an attack that resulted in damages
of approximately $182M, netting the attacker a profit
of around $76M [1, 58, 61]. The attacker exploited a
vulnerability in Beanstalk’s governance system, which
was not secure against flash loan attacks. The attacker
took a flash loan worth approximately $1B. This
loan allowed them to achieve a two-thirds majority
in Beanstalk’s governance. With this majority, they
could execute a malicious proposal immediately using
an emergency commit function.

Inactive Whale (TA4). Inactive token holders with
a large number of tokens (often referred to as whales)
can suddenly become active in the governance. In DAOs

requiring tokens to be delegated, an attacking whale can
delegate their tokens and promptly initiate a proposal.
Importantly, large entities holding sufficiently many
tokens to take over the DAO exist for many DAOs using
delegated token voting (see Section 5). Notably, there
was one instance in the past where a centralized exchange
unexpectedly delegated the UNI governance tokens it
held, i.e., the tokens custodied on behalf of its users.
They, however, claimed to have accidentally delegated
these tokens [91].

3.3 Computer-Human Interaction
The attack vectors compromised in the computer-human
interaction (CHI) attack family lie at the boundary
between the blockchains (computers) and humans. The
attack vectors in this family do not exploit vulnerabilities
in the underlying governance protocol itself, but rather
in the interfaces, applications, or human behaviors
surrounding DAO governance.

User Interface Issues (CHI1). Many users
participate in the voting process through aggregator
websites that provide a convenient user interface (UI).
Thus, bugs or malicious code in these UIs can lead to
users not voting as they intended or not being able
to vote at all. For example, users voting through a
UI typically sign a vote transaction prepared by the
UI. If this transaction is incorrectly prepared, users
will potentially vote differently than they intended
by signing the transaction. An incident of this type
occurred with Tally, a closed-source and widely-used UI
for on-chain governance.

Case Study Tally

On 19 August 2021, a bug, which had persisted
from 30 April to 19 August 2021, was discovered on
Tally [25]. The bug inadvertently altered the voting
process: Transactions of users wishing to vote against a
proposal were erroneously constructed by Tally. This
led to these votes being recorded as votes in favor on
the blockchain. The issue went unnoticed since the
transaction arguments were not presented in an easily
understandable format, making it challenging for users
to notice the discrepancy between their intended vote
and the vote registered on the blockchain.

While there is no evidence to suggest that this bug
in Tally significantly influenced the outcomes of any
votes, it nonetheless highlights a critical vulnerability
in centralized, closed-source front-ends for governance
systems. Once a vote is cast on-chain for a proposal,
it cannot be retracted or altered. This means that if a
user realizes their vote has been incorrectly cast due to
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a platform error, they are powerless to correct it. Thus,
bugs in UIs can heavily influence the voting process in
DAOs, and the possibility of inserting malicious code
into these UIs poses a serious risk for DAOs.

On a similar note, the unavailability of the
aforementioned UIs can pose a threat to a functioning
DAO governance vote. The unavailability could be
caused by technical issues with the UI as well as by
deliberate Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. If widely-used
UIs became unreachable ahead of a vote, users relying
on these platforms to cast their votes might be deterred
or prevented from voting. To the best of our knowledge,
no such attack has taken place or been attempted.
Nonetheless, it presents a risk worth considering for
DAOs when designing their governance systems.

Proposal Obfuscation (CHI2). Obfuscation of the
real intent of a proposal is a further possible attack vector,
which presents a risk to DAOs, especially in combination
with a weak validation of the proposal – making sure
that the proposal description matches its contents. Take
as an example a proposal that appears to be a legitimate
proposal but, in reality, inserts malicious code that allows
the attacker to steal the DAO’s funds. Such an attack was
successfully performed on the Tornado Cash governance.

Case Study Tornado Cash

On 20 May 2023, an attacker gained control of the
governance system of Tornado Cash [41, 58]. The
attacker purchased TORN tokens through decentralized
exchanges and imitated a previously accepted proposal.
Due to the striking resemblance to this earlier proposal,
the new, malicious one was also approved by the
community. However, there was a critical and deliberate
difference in the attacker’s proposal: it included a self-
destruction feature. After the proposal was approved,
the attacker activated this self-destruction functionality.
The attacker then destroyed the existing proposal
contract and replaced it with malicious code. The newly
inserted code allowed the attacker to withdraw TORN
tokens, i.e., the DAO’s governance tokens.

The Tornado Cash incident highlights a general
vulnerability in governance mechanisms of decentralized
platforms: the lack of a guaranteed match between a
proposal’s description and its actual code. Proposals
might have unintentional errors or, as in the Tornado
Cash case, be subject to deliberate manipulation.
Notably, the Tornado Cash attack is not the only example
of a malicious mismatch between a proposal’s description
and implementation. The proposal of the flash loan
attack on Beanstalk (see Section 3.2) claimed to be
donating funds to Ukraine but in reality, stole the DAO’s
assets [8].

Proposal Spam (CHI3). A further attack vector that
can be utilized to hide a malicious proposal is to spam the
protocol’s governance with many proposals, such that the
malicious proposal is hidden in a flood of proposals. One
notable example was a governance attack on Synthetify
– a protocol on the Solana blockchain whose DAO had
been inactive since December 2022. The following case
study details the attack, which also involved aspects of
token acquisition attacks (see Section 3.2).

Case Study Synthetify

On 17 October 2023, an attacker gained access to the
assets controlled by Synthetify’s DAO [27,28,83]. The
attacker first bought sufficient amounts of the protocol’s
governance token SNY to make a proposal and to hold
more tokens than the three biggest holders. Then the
attacker used spam to distract from the attack. In
particular, the attacker created more than 20 spam
proposals over two months and tested whether they
would go unnoticed over the seven-day voting period. No
one but the attacker voted on any of these proposals, i.e.,
the attacker was able to pass them without a problem.
Knowing that no one was paying attention, the attacker
then hid malicious code that allowed them to withdraw
the funds controlled by the governance. The proposal
passed without any opposition.

Note that many protocols attempt to protect against
such attacks by only allowing at most one active
proposal per account, which needs to hold sufficient
tokens to exceed the proposal threshold. Nevertheless,
workarounds might still pose a threat to DAOs. Consider
the following workaround for DAOs utilizing the
delegation model. The attacker creates a proposal with
one account to which they delegate their tokens. The
attacker waits for the votes to come in and cancels the
proposal after a significant proportion of votes have been
cast. Then, the attacker delegates the tokens to another
account. The attacker then creates a new proposal and
continues in this fashion in the hope of tiring the DAO’s
voters who pay fees for every vote.

Social Infiltration (CHI4). Individuals and
institutions can take up positions of power in DAOs.
For instance, delegates often vote with significantly
more tokens than they hold. Moreover, some DAOs
grant certain powers in the governance process to
multisignature addresses (multisig) which are jointly
controlled by multiple key holders. The members of
the multisig are chosen and voted upon by the DAO.
One can imagine that malicious parties can maneuver
themselves into these positions of power and then
use their position to attack the protocol. The scandal
surrounding Wonderland DAO [33] highlights the
potential risk that can stem from social infiltration. The
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treasury manager was found out to be Michael Patryn,
a convicted criminal who had hidden his identity.

Hacking Governance Participants (CHI5). The
final CHI attack vector involves the possibility of an
attacker gaining access to the private keys of central
governance participants such as large delegates and token
holders, or multisig signers. If successfully obtained, e.g.,
through a social engineering attack, these keys grant
the attacker control over the voting power associated
with these participants. Consequently, the security of
DAO governance systems heavily relies on the security
practices of its participants. Specifically, given that
numerous DAOs are effectively controlled by a small
number of addresses, i.e., prominent token holders and
delegates, these individuals’ security practices can make
or break a governance system’s integrity.

3.4 Code & Protocol Vulnerability
The final family of attack vectors, code and protocol
vulnerability (CP) attacks, exploits code or logic
vulnerabilities, either in the governance smart contracts
or protocols they are connected to.

Code Vulnerability (CP1). To attack a DAO, an
attacker can take advantage of any existing bugs in
the governance smart contracts. The arguably most
prominent attack on a DAO did exactly that.

Case Study The DAO

The DAO was a crowd-funded investment fund and one
of the first DAOs. On 17 June 2016, an attack on The
DAO occurred [101]. The attack exploited a loophole
in the code, that allowed the attacker to perform a
reentrancy attack to repeatedly withdraw ETH from
The DAO [99]. Notably, the hack was so severe that it
led to a highly controversial hard fork of the Ethereum
blockchain. A majority of the Ethereum community
decided to fork the chain to undo the damages of the
hack. The unaltered version of the chain continues to
operate as Ethereum Classic.

The DAO hack highlights the complexities of
writing secure governance smart contracts. Given these
complexities and the ongoing development of DAOs, code
vulnerabilities do not appear infrequently. However, in
some cases, these bugs are identified in audits and fixed
before they can be exploited. For instance, in two DAOs
(MakerDAO and Keep3R Network) vote tallying could
be exploited [2, 3]. In the case of Keep3r Network, the
contracts permitted users to re-vote on a proposal but
failed to properly subtract the user’s previous vote.

Based on audits, the most well-known smart contract
vulnerabilities apart from reentrancy and re-vote
vulnerabilities include insufficient proposal validation
and absence of transfer validation [29]. To prevent code
vulnerabilities, re-using audited and time-tested code is
typically seen as a good practice. However, mixing and
matching code from different sources has caused at least
two hacks too [73].

Protocol Vulnerability (CP2). Vulnerabilities in
the protocols associated with a DAO can extend to the
DAO itself as a result of the often intertwined nature of
the two. One example of how vulnerabilities in a protocol
can affect the DAO is the attack on Mango Markets.

Case Study Mango Markets

In October 2022, Avi Heisenberg performed an attack
on Mango Markets and its governance [77]. Heisenberg
manipulated the price oracle for MNGO, the protocol’s
native cryptocurrency and governance token, that
allowed him to take out massive loans against the
protocol’s treasury which is controlled by the DAO.
In doing so, Heisenberg effectively drained the treasury.
He then went on to create a proposal in the DAO of
the protocol to return the majority of the funds if the
DAO agreed to repay the protocol’s bad debt. Further,
the attacker’s proposal sought to ensure that the token
holders could not pursue any legal action against the
attacker. The attacker’s proposal did not pass, but the
DAO later passed an alternative proposal, leading to
part of the funds being returned. The attacker, who
publicly identified himself [13] and infamously described
the hack as a “highly profitable trading strategy”, was
later charged by the US government for his attack [26].

The previously outlined incident exemplifies how the
interconnectedness of a protocol and its DAO can pose
a risk to the DAO. In case, such an intertwined nature
is wished for or required, it is especially hard to fully
protect against such attacks as complexity increases and
attack vectors are likely unique to each protocol.

4 Real-World Incidents & Attacks

In the following, we analyze past attacks and incidents,
as well as potential attacks described in audits and
papers relating to DAOs. In particular, we identify which
attack vector(s) were used. Table 1 lists all (theorized)
incidents we analyzed. For each, we indicate the date and
blockchain on which it occurred. Additionally, for real-
world incidents, we indicate the purpose of the attack,
whether it was successful, and if it was, the financial
damage. Finally, for each (theorized) attack, we highlight
which attack vectors of those introduced and discussed
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incidents & attacks
Beanstalk [8] Apr 2022 ETH f ✓ $182M

BigCap DAO [16] Sep 2023 ETH f ✗

Binance [91] Oct 2022 ETH ?

Build Finance [10, 12, 52, 56, 85] Feb 2022 ETH f ✓ $470K
Compound [105] Feb 2022 ETH  ✗

Curve A [78] ongoing ETH è

Curve B [6, 40] Nov 2021 ETH  ✓

ForceDAO [73] Apr 2021 ETH f ✓ $367K
Genesis Alpha [87] Feb 2019 ETH f ✓ $90K

Indexed Finance [22] Nov 2023 ETH f ✗

Kleros [82] Jan 2024 ETH f ✗

Maker DAO B [89] Oct 2020 ETH  ✓

Maker DAO C [34] Jan 2022 ETH  ✗

Mango Markets [13, 26, 77] Oct 2022 SOL f ✓ $47M
Paladin Lending [24] ongoing ETH è

Steemit [4] Feb 2020 STEEM  ✓

Synthetify [27, 28, 83] Oct 2023 SOL f ✓ $230K
Tally [25] Apr 2021 ETH ?

Temple DAO [9, 11, 14] Oct 2022 ETH f ✓ $2.4M
The DAO [53, 59, 101] Jun 2016 ETH f ✓ $50M

Tornado Cash [21] May 2023 ETH f ✓ $2M
True Seigniorage Dollar [7, 48] Mar 2021 BSC f ✓ $16K

Wonderland DAO [33] Jan 2022 ETH  ✓

academic papers & reports
Dark DAOs [36, 37, 55] Jul 2018

Maker DAO A [70] Feb 2020 ETH
Nexus Mutal [57] Feb 2020 ETH

audits
Agora [15] May 2023 OP

Constitution DAO [72] Jan 2022 ETH
DAO Maker [71] Mar 2021 ETH

GameDAO [5] Aug 2021 BSC
Keep3r Network [2] Sep 2022 ETH

Maker DAO D [3] May 2019 ETH

Table 1: Categorization of past attacks and incidents, as well as possible attacks uncovered in academic papers, reports,
or audits. For each attack, we indicate its purpose: f signifies that the purpose of an attack was to extract funds
from the DAO,  indicates that the goal was a long-term (financial) gain, è denotes an ongoing attack (possibility),
and ? indicates a (potentially) unintentional incident that exemplified vulnerabilities of DAOs. We further indicate
whether the attack was successful where appropriate and if so indicate the financial damage of the attack. Finally, we
also highlight which attack vector(s) were used. We proceed similarly for (potential) attacks uncovered in academic
papers, reports, or audits. Moreover, we provide a brief summary of each (theorized) attack in Appendix A.
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in the previous sections are utilized. We provide a
summary for all (theorized) attacks in Appendix A.

Turning to Table 1, we observe a relatively balanced
distribution of attack vectors used in real-world
incidents across the four previously introduced categories.
Specifically, among the 23 attacks analyzed, 3 utilized
at least one attack vector from the BC category, 12
employed TA attack vectors, 8 involved CHI attack
vectors, and 7 involved CP attack vectors.

Table 1 further summarizes critical vulnerabilities of
DAOs that were uncovered in academic works, reported
to the protocols, or discovered as part of audits. While
attacks documented in academic papers and reports
span multiple categories, those identified through audits
exclusively belong to the CP category. Note that we only
found a relatively small set of critical vulnerabilities that
were identified by audits, limiting its representativeness.
On the other hand, a closer examination of audits that
did not uncover critical vulnerabilities reveals a similar
skew towards CP attack vectors [29, 95]. Although most
DeFi protocols are primarily susceptible to CP attack
vectors [108], the governance aspect introduces an array
of exceedingly complex attack vectors. These additional
attack vectors are often less tangible to analyze and are
typically not accounted for in audit processes.

Additionally, it is worth mentioning that a notable
portion of attacks (specifically, 7 out of 23) combine
attack vectors from multiple categories. This
heterogeneous nature of attacks targeting DAOs
can make it challenging for these organizations to
anticipate and protect against all potential attacks while,
at the same time, striving to innovate and develop.

5 Risk Factors

Guided by our description and analysis of historical
precedence cases, we identify seven risk factors that
either directly or indirectly correlate with attacks on
DAOs. Further, for a set of 24 DAOs of all shapes and
sizes, we empirically analyze how at risk these DAOs are
for each of our identified risk factors in Table 2. Note
that we provide a brief description of our data collection
process in Appendix B.

Voter Apathy (RF1). If token holders do not
delegate or vote themselves, it becomes much easier
for an attacker to pass malicious proposals. In the
DAOs we empirically analyzed in Table 2, tokens must
be delegated before voting. Importantly, when voting
takes place, no more delegation is possible. We show
the percentage of both delegated tokens voting, as well
as the percentage of the total token supply voting on
average in the last five votes – a measure of voter apathy.
Note that any tokens that are not delegated ahead of

the voting period are automatically not voting. When
regarding the first two columns in Table 2, notice the
relatively low participation from the delegated tokens
at 41% across all DAOs. While some DAOs have a high
participation of more than 95% (i.e., Braintrust), in other
DAOs the participation of delegated tokens sits around
10% (i.e., Pooh and Pooltogether). Additionally, even
more startlingly from the entire token supply only 4% of
tokens participate in the governance on average across
the DAOs we analyzed. We highlight that these low
participation rates of (delegated) tokens can be seen as
a considerable risk factor, as an attacker can attempt
a majority attack, even when holding just a fraction of
the tokens.

High Governance Token Liquidity (RF2). High
governance token liquidity entails the possibility
and comparatively low cost of buying or lending
the governance token – making the attack vectors
in the token acquisition category we presented in
Section 3.2 feasible. Table 2 shows that available liquidity
on Uniswap (the biggest decentralized exchange on
Ethereum in terms of total value locked (TVL) [18])
and Aave (the biggest lending platform on Ethereum
in terms of TVL [23]). We show the available liquidity
as a percentage of (1) the proposal threshold, i.e., the
minimum number of tokens required to create a proposal
in the governance, (2) the delegated votes, i.e., the
number of tokens required to almost guarantee success in
the analyzed DAOs, and (3) the average number of tokens
voting in the last five governance votes. We observe that
for 17 DAOs the available liquidity exceeds the proposal
threshold, whereas only for three and four DAOs the
available liquidity exceeds the delegated votes and the
average number of votes respectively. While this appears
promising, we underline that the figures presented are a
strict lower bound as they for example do not include
centralized exchanges where the available liquidity is not
easily quantifiable. Even though for the analyzed DAOs
liquidity currently appears low, we presented twelve
attacks that still attempt to exploit DAOs through token
acquisition (see Section 4). Thus, we reiterate that for a
DAO’s safety, lower liquidity is advantageous.

Large Treasury (RF3). The impact and
attractiveness of an attack increase, the more value
is stored in the treasury. Since in the aftermath of
an attack, token prices are expected to plummet, we
wager that the treasury value excluding the governance
token itself is the most important driving factor. Our
empirical analysis in Table 2 presents the treasury value
with respect to the value of all delegated tokens both
with and without the governance token. A considerable
chunk of DAOs (11/24) hold less than 1% of their
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0xPlasma 401.56 1372.75 0.00 7200 36000 172800 1 4 4 ✓ ? ?
Ampleforth 80.49 4.63 127.73 11.21 9.58 693.47 287.96 13140 19710 172800 3 5 1 ✗ ✗ ✗
Babylon 31.95 8.71 60.09 2.03 25.09 0.00 0.00 1 45818 4 2 0 ✗ ✗ ✓
Braintrust 96.23 0.12 461328.56 15.30 375.81 55.55 0.00 1 17280 604800 1 15 2 ✓ ✗ ✗
Compound 26.62 5.58 315.81 3.77 13.70 11.36 11.13 13140 19710 172800 10 12 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Cryptex 55.52 6.46 0.64 0.05 0.10 296.88 0.02 1 17280 259200 3 3 0 ✓ ✗ ✗
ENS 33.97 1.47 1074.69 25.64 46.10 267.59 28.88 1 45818 172800 18 1 1 ✗ ✗ ✓
Euler 104.02 3.03 0.00 0.00 11520 17280 172800 3 3 1 ✓ ✓ ✗
Gas 51.73 1.08 391.71 62.41 59.65 4029.70 0.00 1 45818 0 2 2 4 ✗ ✗ ✗
Gitcoin 33.72 5.23 56.59 3.66 11.44 284.58 47.62 13140 40320 172800 7 3 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Hifi 49.96 1.72 669.43 7.03 14.72 0.00 0.00 13140 36000 172800 5 1 2 ✗ ✗ ✗
Hop 35.73 0.73 451.68 30.83 50.75 3854.69 40.97 1 45818 172800 10 1 0 ✗ ✗ ✓
Idle 28.85 5.69 234.82 8.14 5.24 0.00 0.00 100 17280 172800 2 6 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Indexed 27.09 4.78 22.76 2.27 2.69 1294.92 831.75 1 17280 172800 5 2 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Instadapp 39.59 5.65 347.32 32.16 51.64 0.00 0.00 13140 19710 172800 2 3 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Inverse 62.45 6.92 11.51 1.16 3.77 374.66 3.53 1 17280 172800 2 2 1 ✓ ✗ ✗
Pooh 11.46 0.89 9253.34 132.01 1170.09 10.64 10.64 1 50400 259200 2 19 0 ✓ ? ?
Pooltogether 10.04 2.15 7546.34 43.09 337.43 250.26 19.29 1 28800 172810 6 3 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Radicle 44.67 4.80 121.33 11.84 26.38 472.64 0.02 1 17280 172800 2 9 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Silo 25.84 2.09 4017.87 4.20 18.35 206.07 0.17 128 21000 172800 3 3 0 ✓ ✗ ✓
Strike 69.15 2.00 33.42 9.29 13.58 0.00 0.00 1 17280 172800 1 2 2 ✓ ✗ ✗
Sudoswap 22.68 2.81 396.75 21.32 97.81 266.80 0.00 14400 21600 7 2 0 ✗ ✗ ✓
Uniswap 26.55 5.12 713.04 3.53 14.55 183.14 0.05 13140 40320 172800 16 9 0 ✗ ✗ ✗
Unslashed 27.71 0.52 3461.34 119.10 623.18 0.00 0.00 1 17280 172800 2 2 1 ✓ ✗ ✗

Table 2: An empirical analysis of the susceptibility of a set of 24 DAOs on Ethereum to the risk factors presented in
Section 5. The data is as of the last block of 31 January 2024 (19,129,888) with the exception of four DAOs where
the data is taken at the following block (1) Gitcoin (17,969,570), (2) Indexed (18,664,452), (3) Inverse (13,424,209),
and (4) Pooltogether (17,984,027). Any mention of the average votes refers to an average of the last five votes that
were not canceled for each DAO. Additionally, the available liquidity refers to the available liquidity of the respective
governance token on Uniswap and Aave.

treasury value in tokens other than their governance
token and are thus likely less at risk for a governance
attack that aims to empty the treasury. Startlingly,
for two DAOs (Ampleforth and Indexed1) the value of
the treasury without the governance tokens exceeds
the value of all delegated tokens – making them an
attractive target for attacks. This is underlined by the
fact that an attack on Indexed DAO was attempted
twice (see Section 3.2). Additionally, we highlight that
if the value of the treasury (without the governance
token) exceeds 50% of the delegated votes, 51% attacks
of token holders that have delegated their tokens could
be rational and more DAOs are close to reaching this
threshold (e.g., Gitcoin). Note that we are not aware
of any precedence for such an attack, but protocols
have forked before [74]. In addition, to the empirical
snapshot as of 31 January 2024, we present in Table 2,
we also visualize the historical value of the treasury for a
smaller subset of DAOs in comparison to the delegated
token values for a small number of DAOs in Figure 1.
We observe significant fluctuations over time in the
relative value of the delegate tokens in comparison to
the treasure for the three DAOs: ENS, Gitcoin, and
Uniswap. While initially for all three the value of the

1The data for Indexed DAO is as of block 18,664,452 (before
the attacks described in Section 3.2).

delegate votes (blue line) exceeded the value of the
treasury (yellow line) this is no longer the case for all
of them. Additionally, except for Uniswap (which does
not hold tokens other than its governance token), the
difference between the value of the delegate votes and
the value of the treasure without the governance token
is shrinking over time. Thus, DAOs need to constantly
monitor the value of the treasury to ensure that they are
not an attractive target for token acquisition attacks.

Inadequate Configuration (RF4). Inadequate
configuration of voting contracts can leave a wide scope
of vulnerabilities open. We discuss the most important
parameters in the following. First, proposal delay, i.e.,
the delay between proposal creation and the start of the
voting period, must be larger than 0 to avoid flash loan
attacks. A proposal delay of 1 block as a majority of
DAOs use (see Table 2) is also not without issues though,
as this doesn’t leave time for non-delegated tokens to
be delegated in case of a malicious proposal. For similar
reasons, a short voting window, might also be dangerous,
as delegates might not be reached in time to vote against
a malicious proposal. However, all DAOs we analyzed
have a voting window that runs for a couple of days
(there are around 7,000 blocks a day on Ethereum).
Finally, adjusting the duration a proposal must remain
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Figure 1: Comparison of treasury values and the total value of all delegated governance tokens. The values of the
treasuries were obtained through the Moralis API (https://moralis.io/).

in the timelock can also be beneficial, i.e., timelock delay.
Extending this period forces an attacker to maintain a
number of votes, at least equal to the proposal threshold,
for a longer duration. This approach increases the risk
for the attacker and makes the potential profits less
predictable.

Centralization (RF5). If a large (delegated) token
supply is held only by a few addresses or entities, many
attack vectors become more likely to succeed (e.g.,
majority coalition, inactive whale). In Table 2, we show
the Nakamoto coefficient of the delegate votes and the
token supply, i.e., the minimum number of addresses
collectively holding more than 50% of the delegate
votes and the token supply. The lower the Nakamoto
coefficient, the higher the centralization. We find that
startlingly for three DAOs the Nakamoto coefficient
of the delegate tokens is one – one delegate has the
majority of delegate votes. Additionally, the governance
token liquidity of the analyzed DAOs is often also low.
Finally, we also consider the number of externally owned
addresses (EOAs) that hold more governance tokens than
are currently delegated. Importantly, more than one
holder can hold more votes than delegated governance
votes as not all tokens are delegated. These EOAs could
delegate their tokens and would have a majority of the
delegate tokens. In combination with a small proposal
delay (RF4), they could easily acquire the majority of
votes. For ten DAOs there is at least one EOA that
could perform such a 51% attack. Additionally, we also
analyze how this figure evolves over time for a subset
of six DAOs in Figure 2. We observe that for these six
DAOs, there was generally at least one EOA that held
sufficient tokens for a 51% attack and thereby posed a
threat.

Table 2 also shows that some DAOs have a guardian
in their governance contract or in their timelock contract.
This involves special rights that, for example, enable an
EOA or a multi-signature wallet to cancel proposals. On
the one hand, this functionality can be abused and lead
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Figure 2: Number of holders, i.e. EAOs, who hold more
tokens than delegated governance votes.

to a situation where only decisions that aren’t canceled
by the guardian can be made, or if not implemented
carefully, give the guardian privileged access to the
treasury or other critical infrastructure. On the other
hand, a trustworthy guardian can mitigate the effect of
malicious proposals.

Code Uncertainties (RF6). When smart contracts
are created, the contract bytecode that is uploaded on-
chain can contain arbitrary logic. As smart contracts may
contain various unknown mechanisms any uncertainty
can be viewed as risky. Firstly, the smart contract
creators should thus publish the source code, allowing
anyone to verify its logic. Additionally, some code
functionalities are associated with a higher risk. For
instance, the presence of a mint functionality might allow
an attacker to create more tokens. The mint function
can be a particular risk as it allows attackers to empty
the liquidity pools with the governance token (see Build
Finance in Appendix A). We observe in Table 2 that
five of the analyzed DAOs implement such functionality
in their smart contract. Risks are also associated when
external calls are allowed, and when a proxy contract
is used (as the proxy contract may be changed to point
to a different contract, bypassing the DAO) [44, 51].
Table 2 shows that only for one DAO the ownership
of the contract was renounced. This is considered a good
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practice, as the contract then cannot be called with
elevated owner privilege anymore [49].

Lack of Reliable Communication Channels (RF7).
DAO community members mainly communicate through
X (formerly Twitter), Telegram, and Discord. These
media are crucial parts in defending an attack, as seen in
the Indexed Finance case study presented in Section 3.2.
Still, it is difficult to reach all delegates and token holders,
especially if the projects are no longer active as was the
case for Indexed Finance. Thus, better infrastructure to
reliably reach holders and inform them about ongoing
governance votes would be beneficial. To the best of our
knowledge, none of the DAOs we have analyzed have
implemented any more reliable communication channels
than those mentioned in the beginning.

The described risk factors are diverse and thus preventing
against them all simultaneously is a difficult task. Our
empirical evaluation of 24 DAOs and their susceptibility
to these risk factors also revealed that smaller DAOs
tend to be more at risk. For these DAOs, in absence
of the same resources as their larger counterparts, it
is likely especially hard to protect against all possible
attack vectors. Thus, especially smaller projects should
weigh the benefits and disadvantages of a DAO carefully.
For those, that choose a DAO as their governance form
we continue by describing and discussing safeguards.

6 Mitigation and Safeguards

We present and discuss mitigation strategies to reduce
risks. Throughout, we distinguish between mitigations
that lower the impact (÷) of an attack and those that
lower the likelihood (?) of success for an attack.

Escape Hatches ÷. One can add escape hatches
to DAOs to limit the severity of an attack. The
Decentralized Escape Hatch proposed by Eyal and
Sirer [30] for example suggests that outgoing transactions
can be buffered (e.g., for 24 hours). Buffered transactions
can then be reversed automatically, by specifying
programmatic invariants. Such invariants could for
example limit the outflow over time, or check whether
outflow is consistent with respective inflows. Note that
invariants themselves are hard to get right. The authors,
thus, also suggest community involvement by crowd-
sourcing the reversal for example through a majority
involvement.

Veto Power ?. A slightly different approach would
be for a DAO to utilize veto power. Instead of buffering
transactions as with escape hatches, through a veto,
a small group of holders can prolong a vote, giving

the holders more time to counter malicious proposals.
Excessive use of veto power itself leads to issues, but we
hypothesize that incentives could deter its misuse (e.g.,
vetoing could be made expensive).

Emergency Shutdown ÷. Implementing an
emergency shutdown is a very invasive mitigation
strategy. Here a set of holders can halt all transactions.
In the case of MakerDAO [90], the emergency shutdown
allows token holders to receive a share of the treasury,
mitigating potential attacks that were underway.

User Authentication ?. Through user
authentication voting power is to be constrained
on a per-person basis. This can enable different voting
mechanisms, that might be less vulnerable to token
acquisition attacks, such as quadratic voting (voting
power is proportional to the square root of tokens
owned) and democratic voting (one person one vote).
Examples of user authentication include know-your-
customer (KYC) or decentralized identifiers, like
Proof-of-Personhood [43]. The Optimism Governance
recently implemented a form of user authentication. In
particular, they implement a bi-cameral governance
design, with a token house [98] (one token one vote) and
a citizen house [97] (one person one vote), only those
with citizenship can vote in the citizen house.

Governance Forks ÷ ?. The design of some
governance systems allows for a fraction of token holders
to create a fork of a DAO. For instance, The DAO
allowed token holders to create child DAOs and later
withdraw their portion of the DAO deposits from there.
Another example of the occurrence of a DAO fork is
NounsDAO: A large fraction of holders decided to leave
the original DAO for a forked DAO taking with them
their proportional share of the treasury [63]. The forked
DAO then allowed each token holder to rage-quit and
retrieve their individual share of the treasury.

Allowing DAOs to fork is a possibility to prevent
a majority (coalition) from taking over a DAO (and
its treasury). With a fork, a minority would still have
the possibility to take their part of the DAO’s assets.
However, if a DAO governs more than a fungible treasury,
e.g. the parameters of a lending protocol, forking may
of course not be a simple or viable option.

Governance Tools ?. The development of novel
governance tools reduces the hurdles of participation
in governance and can help prevent CHI attacks. For
instance, through better communication and notifications
on current proposals, voter apathy can be combated.
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Additionally, it is important that these tools are open-
source (i.e., such that bugs as in the Tally [25] case are
less likely to happen) and that they cannot easily be
spammed or taken down for instance. While these tools
can to a great part in reducing the load in governance
participation, they can become potential attack victims
themselves (see Section 3.3).

Conservative Implementation ÷ ?. Through
conservative implementation DAOs make sure that
exogenous factors cannot be exploited to attack a DAO.
Examples include limiting the number of proposals that
can be made to a token holder at any given time [50]
to prevent spamming attacks and having long enough
proposal delays (see Section 5). This involves trade-offs,
as extending the on-chain proposal process can make an
attack less appealing, but it also slows down governance
in general. Thus, a balance must be struck between a
DAO’s agility and safeguarding against potential attacks.
We further note that a lack of agility for a DAO can
pose additional risks depending on the protocols they
govern [75,76].

Limiting the Governance Scope ÷. Another
approach to lessening the impact of attacks is for a DAO
to add restrictions on its action space can reduce the
attack surface. For instance, if the DAO is only granted
control over a few parameters, the extent of potential
attacks is much narrower. Additionally, one can imagine
only allowing a proposal to spend a fixed maximum
amount of the treasury.

Bug Bounties ÷ ?. A widespread and important
tool to prevent technical attacks (i.e., CP attacks) is bug
bounties. Their extent has been researched in a broader
context of cyber security and was shown to be a cost-
effective instrument [106]. Bug bounties are widespread
in the blockchain ecosystem and advertised by several
DAOs.

Audits ?. Last but not least, audits by external
companies can help verify that the DAOs underlying
smart contracts are implemented to the state-of-the-
art. Audits will make sure that code best practices are
respected [19], according to the platform and language
used. We observe that audits typically focus on technical
vulnerabilities. While we find that they could also
consider the more governance-specific attack vectors we
present, technical audits also hold immense importance
for the security of DAOs.

7 Related Work

Possible attacks on DAOs have been discussed in blog
posts almost as long as DAOs have existed [55, 92]
including by Ethereum’s founder Vitalik Buterin [46,47].
Among other things, they discuss the risks of low voter
participation, centralization, game-theoretic attacks, and
vote buying, as well as possible mitigation strategies such
as limited governance, non-coin-driven governance, and
skin in the game.

An early instance of a DAO governance attack
documented in academic literature is a potential attack
on the governance of the MakerDAO protocol, the
centerpiece of DeFi at the time, by Gudgeon et al. [70].
More recently, Augsten et al. [37] have discussed the
potential of hidden vote buying in DAO governance
facilitated by smart contracts, i.e., what is referred to as
DarkDAOs. Related to the attack on DAO governance,
the term Governance Extractable Value (GEV) has been
coined to describe the potential value that can be gained
from influencing DAO governance votes [86]. Note that
the term is an homage to the widely-studied concept of
Miner/Maximal Extractable Value (MEV) [54].

Two recent systematizations of knowledge (SoKs)
cover topics related to DAO attacks: Zhou et al. [108]
survey hacks and incidents in DeFi protocols in general.
However, most described attacks are not attacks on the
protocol’s governance system, which we focus on in this
paper. A general overview and systematization of the
concept of governance for blockchains and blockchain-
based protocols can be found in the SoK by Kiayias
and Lazos [80]. It discusses the governance processes
of blockchains such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, along
with examples of protocols running on blockchains –
which are the focus of our SoK. Additionally, Ethereum’s
governance process, including which actors have how
much influence on it, has also been studied in detail
by Fracassi et al. [66]. To the best of our knowledge,
this paper represents the first SoK to study attack
vectors, risks, and possible mitigation of attacks on the
governance of DAOs.

Recently, the literature surrounding DAOs has rapidly
expanded, including two reports of the WEF on
DAOs [68, 69]. This encompasses a flurry of empirical
studies on a variety of DAOs covering aspects such
as token distributions, voting turnout and voting
behavior [38, 39, 58,62, 67, 81, 93, 100,102]. In particular,
many of the studies, see e.g. Feichtinger et al. [62], make
a number of observations relevant to attacks covered in
this paper: They reveal that a majority of voting power is
often concentrated in the hands of a very small number of
holders and delegates. Additionally, they highlight that
participation rates in governance votes are frequently
low across many DAOs.
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The vast majority of DAOs today, including those
covered in the aforementioned studies, use simple token
voting (one-token-one-vote). An alternative governance
model using vote escrowed tokens (governance tokens
locked for a fixed time period), which is for instance used
by Curve and Balancer, is discussed by Lloyd et al. [88].

Finally, Tan et al. [103] describe open research
problems surrounding DAOs in fields ranging from
computer science and economics to ethics, law, and
politics.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we systematically analyzed potential
attacks on DAOs along with 23 real-world incidents
to illustrate the scope of security vulnerabilities. By
describing and categorizing the multitude of attack
vectors, we provided a comprehensive overview of the
threats facing DAOs. Additionally, we identified and
empirically measured risk factors across a set of 24 DAOs,
offering insights into the prevalent risks and their impact.

We believe that it is highly advisable for a DAO to
engage early with the possibility of such an attack, to
monitor parameters closely, and to ensure that an attack
does not become economically attractive. Understanding
these challenges is critical when designing and operating
a DAO and poses a significant challenge to DAOs.
Ultimately, with our systemization of attacks on DAOs,
the vulnerabilities of DAOs, and possible safeguards,
we seek to arm future DAO designs with the necessary
knowledge to anticipate and mitigate these threats.
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A Analyzed Incidents, Attacks & Audits

In the following, we provide a brief description of each
of the attacks and incidents analyzed in Table 1. Note
that we present the incidents and attacks in alphabetical
order. Additionally, for those already discussed in case
studies, we refer to the section where the case study can
be found.

Agora Audit (May 2023) [15] The audit by an
independent security researcher brought to light that
certain proposals could be passed irrespective of whether
votes in favor of the proposal were more numerous than
votes against it. Instead, the contract only checked that a
given quorum of yes votes was reached (As is customary
in DAOs, the required quorum was set much lower than
50% of voting power).

Beanstalk (Apr 2022) See Section 3.2.

BigCap DAO (Sep 2023) [16] A malicious proposal
on the BigCap DAO, which was ultimately rejected, tried
to steal the treasury. The proposal copied a previous
proposal and the attacker had previously acquired the
BIGCAP tokens, i.e., the DAO’s governance tokens,
through a decentralized exchange [20].

Binance (Oct 2022) [91] UNI tokens (Uniswap
governance token) deposited with Binance were delegated
even though the cryptocurrency exchange says that
it does not vote with its users’ tokens. Binance later
commented on the incident and said that it was an
accident.

Build Finance (Feb 2022) [12, 52, 56, 85] A first
attempt at a takeover of the DAO was made on 9
February 2022 with a proposal that would allow the
attacker to mint the DAO’s governance token – BUILD.
This attempt was picked up in the DAO’s Discord
channel, where voters were urged to vote against the
proposal and subsequently failed. On the next day, the
attacker tried their luck again, transferred the tokens
to a different wallet, and created a second proposal.
This proposal went undiscovered, passed in favor of the
attacker, and gave the attacker control of the DAO. The
attacker went on to mint BUILD tokens and emptied the
liquidity pools that held BUILD on various decentralized
exchanges [10]. The attacker received the equivalent of
$470,000. Note that some of the BUILD tokens were
bought on decentralized exchanges.

Constitution DAO (Jan 2022) [72] An audit found
that the project owners (that control a multisig), can

replace the management contract, allowing them to move
funds, and change the project logic arbitrarily.

Compound (Feb 2022) [105] An address proposed
to add TUSD as a collateral asset on Compound, the
address had previously received COMP (Compound’s
governance token) tokens worth $9M from Binance. As
Justin Sun had previously borrowed COMP tokens and
sent them to Binance, it is alleged that he is behind this
governance attack which ultimately failed.

Curve A (ongoing) [78] The Curve Wars is an
ongoing competition between various DeFi projects
to attract rewards to their respective liquidity pools.
Protocols bribe veCRV, i.e., Curve‘s governance token,
token holders to vote to distribute rewards towards their
pools on Curve.

Curve B (Nov 2021) [6,40] Mochi Inu set up a pool
on Curve pool that attracted significant liquidity, they
were able to push up the rewards of the Mochi Inu pool
and gain an outsized influence in the Curve governance.
Even though such practices are constantly ongoing on
Curve (see Curve A), this particular attack was stopped
by Curve’s Emergency DAO, which cut off the pool’s
rewards.

DAO Maker (Mar 2021) [71] An audit found that
contract owners have elevated privilege access to certain
functionality, allowing them for example to drain user
funds.

Force DAO (Apr 2021) [73] The decentralized
Hedge fund was built on smart contracts that were
written using code from two different sources. Due to
their mismatch in error handling, by performing transfers
that failed, attackers were able to obtain tokens that
granted them access to shares of the vault for free.

GameDAO (Aug 2021) [5] An audit by Certik
uncovers that an address has privileged ownership over
many contract functionalities, giving it control over the
minting and burning of NFTs to and from any account.

Genesis Alpha DAO (Feb 2019) [87] The Genesis
Alpha DAO was an experimental project led by the
DAOstack initiative (shutdown in late 2022), that
proposed a suite of governance solutions. The Genesis
Alpha contract was a DAO built on top of the Arc
platform. Arc was capable of supporting multiple DAOs
through the same voting contracts, which DAOstack
argued made created DAOs more secure, as all the
individual pieces of the platform could be audited
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separately [32]. On 5 February 2019 however, attackers
showed that the lack of separation of code was exploitable,
as they were able to drain the Genensis Alpha treasury,
through another DAO. More precisely, due to a bug in
the code, the attackers were able to assign themselves
voting rights for the Genesis Alpha DAO. In the same
atomic transaction, the attacker then created, voted for,
and passed a proposal that transferred the contents of
the Genesis Alpha DAO treasury (around $15,000 in
ETH and GEN tokens) to himself. The Arc Platform
had previously been audited. Speculation arose that the
attack might have happened since a bounty for a newer
DAO contract had recently been put up. DAOstack wrote
that this showed that community bug bounties work [87].

Indexed Finance (Nov 2023) [22] See Section 3.2.

Kleros (Jan 2024) [82] Kleros is a decentralized
arbitration protocol whose DAO was attacked in January
2024. In this DAO, voting happens off-chain, and only
proposals that are to be implemented are submitted on-
chain. The attacker deployed a custom smart contract to
submit the proposal list to the Governor smart contract.
Most likely, a custom smart contract was used to evade
the notification systems. The attacker’s proposal would
have transferred 46 ETH out of the DAO if it had
been successful. However, the attack was discovered
and stopped by issuing a counter-proposal, which was
selected instead of the malicious proposal by Kleros’
Court system.

KP3R Network (Sep 2022) [2] An audit discovered
that the contracts permitted users to re-vote on a
proposal but failed to properly subtract the user’s
previous vote. The vulnerability went unnoticed for two
years.

MakerDAO A (Feb 2020) [70] A prevented attack
on the MakerDAO stablecoin protocol was disclosed
to MakerDAO by the researchers who discovered it. If
successful, the attack would have potentially allowed an
attacker to steal $0.5b worth of MKR and DAI collateral,
as well as minting an unlimited supply of DAI tokens.
The attacker simply needed to obtain a sufficient amount
of MKR tokens to win a vote (see Token Purchase, Token
Loan, Flash Loan in Section 3.2). In particular, using
flashloaned tokens to vote was possible at the time.

MakerDAO B (Oct 2020) [65] In an effort pass and
speed up the passing of a proposal, BProtocol first took
out a flashloan on dYdX of ETH which they deposited
on Aave to borrow MKR tokens, i.e., MakerDAO’s
governance token. These MKR tokens were then used to

vote in favor of the proposal and schedule the execution
of the proposal. In the aftermath, additional safeguards
were implemented by the DAO [89].

MakerDAO C (Jan 2022) [34] Justin Sun allegedly
borrowed large amounts of MKR, the governance token
for the MakerDAO, to vote in a poll to create a TUSD-
DAI peg stability module. He, however, returned the
tokens after his actions were noticed and did not end up
waiting.

MakerDAO D (May 2019) [3] An audit discovered
that the contract logic permitted an attacker to remove
votes of other users from proposals, as well as indefinitely
lock other users’ tokens on any given proposal.

Mango Markets (Oct 2022) See Section 3.4.

Nexus Mutal (Feb 2020) [57] The Nexus Mutal
team was informed that the DAO’s advisory board could
whitelist a proposal but that a different proposal would
be executed in practice. In more detail, a proposal to
upgrade the protocol would be whitelisted and then
replaced with a malicious proposal that would execute.

Paladin Lending (ongoing) See Section 3.1.

Steemit (Feb 2020) [4, 31] Steemit is a protocol
whose on-chain governance is controlled by 20 witnesses
selected by the STEEM token holders, i.e., the protocol’s
native and governance token. Justin Sun acquired 30%
of the STEEM token supply, which was noticed by the
protocol’s witnesses. The witnesses went on to freeze
the tokens bought by Justin Sun. A back and forth
between Justin Sun and the protocol followed, in a quest
to install their preferred 20 witnesses to control the
protocol. Eventually, Justin Sun came out victorious and
gained control of the protocol.

Synthetify (Oct 2023) See Section 3.3.

The DAO (Jun 2016) See Section 3.4.

Tally (Apr 2021) See Section 3.3.

Temple DAO (Oct 2022) [9, 11, 14] An attacker
took advantage of insufficient access control to the
migrateStake function in the Temple DAO smart
contract. In more detail, anyone was able to call the
migrateStake functions and there was no validation on
the oldStaking parameter. This allowed the attacker
to insert a malicious contract as the oldStaking
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Figure 3: Amount of liquidity available on Paladin in
relation to the proposal threshold of the respective
protocol.

parameter and insert an arbitrary amount, which was
then withdrawn from the DAO and received by the
attacker. The attacker drained around $2.4M from the
DAO.

Tornado Cash (May 2023) See Section 3.3.

True Seigniorage Dollar (Mar 2021) [7, 48] The
attacker first acquired a large amount of TSD tokens, i.e.,
the protocol’s governance tokens. With these tokens, the
attacker went on to propose and vote on a proposal that
would replace the token contract with malicious code.
The attacker then minted TSD tokens and swapped these
for BUSD (a stablecoin pegged to the $) on decentralized
exchanges.

Wonderland DAO (Jan 2022) [33] Wonderland
DAO discovered that Michael Patryn was their treasury
manager. He had hidden his identity behind the
pseudonym 0xSifu. Possibly he hid his identity as he
is the co-founder of the failed cryptocurrency exchange
QuadrigaCX and a convicted criminal.

B Data Collection

Our empirical measurements are based on data collected
using The Graph [104]. For each DAO we index
its governance data including token transfers, votes,
proposals, and delegations by creating a tailored
subgraph. The established graph database can then be
queried using GraphQL. The code used to generate
the subgraphs is provided and will be made open
source [35]. Furthermore, we measure liquidity available
on Uniswap and Aave, the biggest DEX and lending
protocol respectively. Finally, to obtain the treasury
value, we queried each DAO’s timelock contract through
the Etherscan API [60]. The timelock value is then
obtained through the Moralis API [94].

C Paladin Lending

Figure 3 shows the liquidity available on Paladin
compared to the proposal threshold for Compound,
Uniswap, and Idle over time. Currently, there is nearly
no liquidity available on Paladin.
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